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NEW VALLEY 
PRIMARY SCHOOL

REMOTE LEARNING

Year  1

Willow Class

Please check your emails 
for your daily teams  

call. 
There will be no video call 

in the afternoon. 

Please photograph and send any 
completed work to 

willow@newvalleyprimary.com

Today is World Book Day! 
You will have a selection of activities to choose 

from to complete at home. Find these on the next 
slide! 

Please dress up and send me a photo of your 
costume! 

mailto:willow@newvalleyprimary.com


THURSDAY
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Normally we would be in school doing lots of fun activities about 
books, but don’t worry you can still do this from home! 

Take a look at the different ways to help you develop a love of 
reading at home. Click on each category to find the activities, you can 

choose one from each category to complete today! 

Create a special space and time to read together. 
Do this by:
• Finding a quiet, comfortable space in your home 
to share a
book together;
• Picking a time when both you and your child can 
relax when sharing the book;
• Taking the time to talk about how the story or 
characters made you feel and what
you liked or didn’t like about the book.

Imagine and recreate a scene from your favourite story. Do this by:
• Discussing what you like about that moment in the story;
• Discussing who and what you recall being in the scene;
• You can use household items create a life size version of the scene 
or draw, paint or create a collage of the scene using old newspapers, 
magazines and unwanted material.

When they are open again, 
explore your local library and 
look for books that connect with 
your child’s interests and topics 
in school. 

Discover a new author 
through the £1.00 books 
available for FREE with your
World Book Day book token 
that you will receive when 
you come back to school. 

Experience a book setting for yourself by visiting the local woods, 
for example.
What can you hear? How does it smell? What happens to the 
light as you move further into the woods? Who might live there? 
Can you create a home for a woodland character?

Look out for the links to hear 
the teachers read some of their 

favourite stories!

We will have a 
whole class video 
call at 11:00am. 
Check your email 

for the link!



Explore activities encourage 
children to look at certain aspects 
of key texts, such as language or 
illustration in a more focussed 

way. 

Activity: 
Choose an illustration from your favourite book. 
Write down 10 things about the picture. 
It could be a prediction, something you like, 
something you dislike, something you notice… 

Activity: 
Choose a character from a book that you have 
read. 
Discuss with someone at home what you know 
about the character. Draw an outline of the 
character. On the outside, write everything you 
know about the character’s appearance and on the 
inside, write everything you know about how the 
character is feeling. 

Activity: 
Zig-Zag Book:
1. Fold a sheet of paper in half widthways, from 

right to left. 
2. Turn the sheet landscape and then fold in half 

widthways again, from right to left. Unfold once. 
3. Keeping the paper landscape, fold the top edge to 

the bottom edge, then unfold the sheet fully. 
4. Fold the sheet lengthways in half and zig-zag the 

pages into a book. 

Use the handmade book to publish your own story. 



Create' activities focus on creative 
approaches to literacy such as 

visualisation through art that enable 
children to respond more deeply to 

texts.

Activity: 
Choose a character from a book that you have 
read. Describe the character to someone at home. 
Create a model of this character. This could be stick 
puppet, or a model made out of anything! Be as 
creative as you want! 

Activity: 
Make a book-based board game. It could be 
monopoly with different books around the board, it 
could be a snap game with different books at the 
pictures. Play it with someone at home! 

Create a recipe 
Activity: 
Make one of these recipes relating to the story ‘The 
Gruffalo’. Click on each recipe to find out more! 



'Discover' activities allow 
children to find new books, 

authors or ways of engaging 
with texts more widely.

Activity: 
Read your favourite book, or think back to a book that 
we have read in class. Listen out for words and phrases 
that the author uses to describe the setting. Can you 
picture what it is like to be there? 
Use art materials to represent the setting. 
Stuck for ideas?
• Can you create a seaside setting for the Storm 

Whale? 
• Can you create a jungle setting for Wild? 
• Can you create the three little pigs houses?
• Can you create a train station from Stanley’s stick?

You could extend yourselves by creating a visitors guide 
for the setting you have created!

Activity: 
What is a non-fiction book? It is a book that tells 
us information- it is factual and not made up. 
Find out about something that interests you and 
write up a fact file or information sheet about it. 
Stuck for ideas?
• We have been learning about The Storm Whale 

– find out about whales. 
• Find out about your favourite sports person or 

celebrity. 
• Draw a picture and label something you have 

learnt about, for example the planets. 
• Write a recipe or some instructions of how to 

make something.  
Don’t want to write it down? Video yourself doing 
a news report about something and send it to me!



'Experience' activities give children first 
hand experiences that enhance 

comprehension and ideas for writing.

Experience books at their best by sharing it with 
someone else! 
Activity: 
Choose a book to read to someone else. It might be 
someone at home, or it could even be on Facetime or 
Zoom to another friend or family member who you 
don’t live with. It is nice to share stories and reading 
experiences with other people. 

Activity: 
Choose a traditional tale to retell to someone 
at home. You could do this through a puppet 
show, acting it out or just orally retelling it. 
Ideas for traditional tales include: 

Experience and explore 
the power of poetry. 
Activity: 
Read this poem, ‘The Sound 
Collector’ by Roger 
McGough. 
Write your own poem 
about the sounds that you 
can collect around your 
house or on a walk. 



'Imagine' activities work on 
broadening children's imaginative 
ideas, developing language and 
ideas in preparation for writing.

Activity: 
Choose one of your favourite stories. Make puppets of 
either one of the characters or all of them! You could use 
these to act out the story to someone at home. 

Listen to a story and use your 
imagination. 
Activity: 
Find an audio book to listen to. Draw a 
picture of your favourite part of the story. 
Click below to find a range of different 
audio books. 

Imagine you are an author! 
Activity: 
Think about your favourite book. 
How does it end? 
Now, imagine you are the author. 
How could you change the ending?
Write an alternative version or ending of 
your favourite story. 
For example
Instead of The 3 Little Pigs and the Big Bad 
Wolf, it could be The 3 Little Wolves and 
the Big Bag Pig!  

https://www.worldbookday.com/world-of-stories/








WORLD BOOK DAY!
JOIN THE 

COMPETITION!

We are asking you to create an advert to advertise 
your favourite book to a neighbour (as everyone needs 

a bit of cheering up at the moment)!

Be creative with your advert! Will it be a video; a 
poster; a information guide? You decide!

What information will your neighbour need to know?

Click here to 
watch the 

advert for ‘The 
Explorer’ by 
Katherine 
Rundell

The winner from KS1 and 
KS2 will receive a book 

voucher that they will be 
able to spend on any book 

of their own choice!

https://vimeo.com/226001114

